FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Roja Records announces the release of House Sampler exclusively on BEATPORT until July 20, 2010,
featuring Juicy Music artist Tony Puccio and industry up‐comers Matt Funk and dj Rigi
Tech, Funk, Dark and Edgy with a hint of Progressive sums up the
House Sampler four track EP from Roja Records.

Tampa, Florida – July 8, 2010 – On July 20th, 2010, Roja
Records is set to release ‘House Sampler’, a four track
EP featuring Juicy Music and Open Bar Music artist
Tony Puccio and industry up‐comers Matt Funk and dj
Rigi.
She Devil by Tony Puccio is an alluring blend of Tech
House and Tribal, infused with a slight hint of Electro,
but not too much. Again, Tony Puccio demonstrates
his superb ability to “embrace change” in a quickly
evolving market by weaving together multiple
influences into a fusion of perfection. She Devil is a
peak hour ringer!
Sativa and Predict by Matt Funk are both fun tracks with interesting twists and turns from tech house
into progressive melody lines that will mentally replay for days. Matt Funk has crafted songs that lift the
soul while keeping everyone grounded by a firm bass line, which fits perfectly into any Tech House or
Progressive set.
Dark by dj Rigi is an artfully arranged track that is just oozing with influences of the Portuguese and
Spanish underground sounds and a uniquely Progressive take with the melodic hook. The Latin
influenced rhythm paired with a Progressive melody is a unique combination and unusual treat for the
ears.
Roja Records House Sampler pre‐release featuring Tony Puccio, Matt Funk and dj Rigi is available
exclusively at www.BEATPORT.com.
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